[Decision making and and priorities for surgical treatment during and after shock trauma room treatment].
Concepts for optimal surgical treatment of the patient with blunt multiple injuries are being evaluated on the basis of the current literature. Clinical trials were systematically collected (Medline, Cochrane and hand searches) and classified into evidence levels (1 to 5 according to the Oxford system). The posttraumatic clinical course is divided into four different periods: acute-, primary-, secondary- und tertiary period. The first and second period are important for life saving surgery and the stabilization of major fractures. After the cardiorespiratory systems have been stabilized, the following priorities have been formulated: head, face, spine, abdomen, extremities. To restrict the degree of operative burden on the patient it appears to be necessary to limit the duration of initial surgery to less than 6 hours. In patients at high risk to develop posttraumatic complications-"borderline patients"-it appears safer to perform only temporary fixation of major fractures. Three different factors determine the clinical course after polytrauma: Trauma represents the first hit, followed by the therapy-induced burden (second hit). In addition, the third hit is represented by the individual response. An evaluation of the clinical status by immunologic monitoring can be performed in order to assess the patient's status.